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The B6 News
An independent student voice

Wednesday, November 5, 1969

Volume 54, Number 26

Voters turn down lower voting age;
Stokes, Lindsay, Ensign take leads
(from wire reports)

Dr. Paul Parnell

Opponents to a proposal to lower
the voting age to 19 years gained
ground as returns In yesterday's
general election were tallied.
The Issue was passing In rural
areas but faltering In the cities
where backers felt it had the best
chance.
The vote from 5,605 of 13,223
polling places was: to lower the

voting age 455,522 for and 502,839 against; to void short term
elections 511,712 for and 331,777
against.
The voting age proposed carried 10 of the first 24 counties
reporting complete votes.
In Franklin County, the Issue
failed 83,064 to 67,403. It was
also trailing In several Cuyahoga

Faculty Senate calls for
Union advisory committee
By JAN JONES
Issue Editor
Faculty Senate yesterday adopted a resolution to recommend the establishment of a University Union advisory commuter
consisting of students, faculty and
Union administrative personnel to
promulgate policy for the operation
and programming of the Union.
Presented by Dr. Raymond Yeager of the speech department, the
resolution came as a result of
an ad hoc committee report which
"investigated Union policy In areas
where violations of academic freedom may occur."
However, during his report to
the Senate, president William T.
Jerome in Indicated that the report was unacceptable to him.
"It Is full of misleading lnnuendos and Inaccuracies," he
said. "It Is an attack on one of
my
colleagues, and Is Inappropriate to the dynamics of university governance."

The committee, chaired by Dr.
Paul Parnell, especially concerned
Itself with the neglect by Union
officials of faculty In the operation
and programming of cultural
affairs.
"Violations of academic freedom In the Union, when they have
occasionally occurred," stated the
committee's report, "seem to be
only Incidents In a larger failure
of the University to define adequately the relationship between
the faculty and the Union."
The report further explained
that the status of the Union—a
University Union rather than a
Student Union — has been determined by the presence of a
bonded Indebtedness. In other
words, the Union Is required to
provide an adequate financial return. If It does not, the bondholders
can take It over and run It as
they please.
"Most striking Is the lack of
authority or status given to faculty," the report continued. "The

plan of organization of the Union,
by setting the Union staff over the
faculty, neither Integrates faculty
Into the Union structure nor gives
them any group status.
"A faculty member must deal
on a purely Individual status with
the Union staff, and If he does not
like the bargain that is made, he
has no choice but to withdraw.
Furthermore, some faculty members who have used the Union tor
cultural activities have tended to
defer to the decisions of the Union
director, simply as a practical
matter of policy.
"This has of course Increased
the power of the Union staff and
widened the split between staff and
faculty. Thus, some faculty resent
what they allege to be 'dictatorial'
and 'military' tactics of the director and his staff," the report
said.
As an example, Dr. Parnell
pointed out the decline In Union
sponsored cultural affairs over
(Turn to page 4.)

Councy precincts.
A second statewide issue, to eliminate the short term election,
appeared on Us way to passage.
It carried Franklin County by better than a two - to - one margin.
The voting age proposal had carried only one of the first four
counties reporting complete returns. Brown Countlans favored
the Issue 3,541 to 2,574. It suffered defeats In Champaign Ashland and Shelby counties.
There were a host of local offices and Issues on various ballots
around the state.
Mayor Carl B. Stokes took the
lead over Republican challenger
Ralph J. Perk last night as returns were tallied In Cleveland's
mayoral race.
Reports from 300 of 973 polling
places gave Stokes 39,141 votes
to 34,343
for Perk, who had
gained an early lead In returns
from largely white areas of the
city.
The gain by Stokes, the first
Negro mayor of a major U.S.
city, was attributed largely to
voting In black wards containing
about one third of the city's pop
illation.
Toledo Mayor WUllam Ensign,
with a two
to - one edge and
half of the votes counted In yes
terday's general election, apparently won a second term.
Ensign, a Democrat, had 35,050 votes to Republican challenger
Gilbert Slegel's 18,801 with 200
of the 408 polling places reporting.
Mayor John V. Lindsay, aiming
for victory without the support
of either major party, took the
lead over two rivals yesterday
In first returns In the city's mayoral election.

Democrat Mario A. Procacclno
was second and Republican Conservative John J. Man Mi trailed.
Returns from 955 of 5,293 election districts gave Lindsay 153,652
Procacclno 129,533 and Marchl
68,941.
The National Broadcasting Co.
declared Lindsay the winner at
9:13 p.m. EST. It gave no specific figures.
A moderately heavy turnout In
cloudy, warm weather was expected to push the total vote to more
than 2.5 million. There were 3.3
million eligible.
Lindsay, staging a spectacular
comeback after his defeat by
Marchl In the GOP primary, got
a last minute endorsement from
Robert F. Wagner, his Democratic predecessor at City Hall.
Wagner Joined most of the other
Democratic big names In deserting to Lindsay, who was seeking
re-election as the Liberal Party
candidate.
City Comptroller Procacclno,
57, defeated Wagner and three
other liberal Democrats In the
primary, winning with less than
one-third of the total vote.
Marchl, 48, was an obscure
state senator from Staten Island
until he beat Lindsay in the primary.
In Wood County returns iasi
night with votes counted In 100
of the 125 precincts, State Issue
I to give 19 year olds the right
to vote, was falling by 10,013
to 7,220.
Issue 2, for the elimination of
short term elections was at that
time passing by 10,080 to 5,071.
The Wood County Bond Issue
to provide a new county office
building was being defeated by
4,385 to 12,835.

ROTC enrollment reflects national decline
By STEPHEN BLANKET
Staff Reporter
Student enrollment In the University's Army ROTC program has
reflected the nationwide drop In
figures while It has remained
about the same In Air Force ROTC.
The most noticeable change In
Army ROTC was In the size of
the freshman class where there are
now approximately 100 fewer students than last year, according to
Sgt MaJ. Walter Montenegro.
The drop probably occurred for
no special reason because the enrollment usually fluctuates from.
year to year, the Sgt. MaJ. said.
No significant change has taken
place In Air Force ROTC where

The Army feels It's for different
reasons, at least for this campus.
In addition to the change In approaching the student, Montenegro
felt the change Into the quarter
system had something to do with it.
ROTC was flooded with "drop"

slips during that time while several
students flunked out, Montenegro
said. The quarter system resulted
In many poor grades, he added.
Whether the war In Vietnam
had anything to do with fewer
students, Montenegro' said, "We

know It's there, but don't really
play that much stock In It."
Montenegro gave a third reason
for the present problem, blaming
It on "drills" which the freshman faces, often discouraging him.
Attar one year, especially In cold

First in a Series
there seems to be no problem of
enrollment, Col. M.A. Garutlsald.
Montenegro said there was a
25 per cent Increase in cadets
last year, but the manner In which
students were approached this
summer could have had something
to do with the decrease this year.
"The orientation this year was
optional," the Seargeant Major
said. "In previous years, the army
had approached the students, but
this summer It was the student's
responsibility to make the move."
"Nationally, ROTC enrollment
has declined because of the unpopularity of the war, and the
general feeling the ending of the
draft U Imminent," Col. Garutl
said.

weather, the student doesn't eagerly look forward to three more years
of it, Montenegro added.
Both men did stress the quality
of their students this year as compared with others.
"We're able to take better students who have grade point
averages better than the last two
years," Garutl said. The Colonel
also said his men do extremely
well In field training which Is held
four weeks between the Junior and
senior years.
"We do well above the national
average which reflects the good
positive attitude and Individual effort of the students," he added.
Three men came out in the top
of the competition while 12 men
came out in the upper 20 per cent,
according to Garutl. This is Important because it's against many
military schools, such as VM:
and Citadel, he added.
"We have a better stock of
(Turn to page 3.)

Candidate forum

ENROLLMENT DOWN - Army ROTC official* report that enrollment on campus hot decreased from
last year. This reflects a nationwide downward trend.

.M., Pfc*. fcy

Mm h-H«..

Student Elections Board is
sponsoring a "Meet the Candidates" night at 8 tonight In
the forum of the Student Services Building.
Each of the 16 candidates
for Student Council representatives will present a threeminute speech, to be followed
by a question and answer
period.
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OH. CltTAWtY MR. McCOHMACK IS AWAIf Of OUR WRUIMCI WDDUN*WHY, I'M WITH HIM IN HIS OFFICE RM>HT NOW!'

Nothing new
President Richard Nixon's address last night provided nothing
new, and the speech, planned since Oct. 13, was a severe disappointment to those who believed the President would have something to say.
It was no more than another appeal to "the silent majority
which President Nixon believes stands behind the administration's Vietnam policies.
And his policies remain unchanged: gradual withdrawal of U.S.
ground combat forces with the eventual Vietnamization of the war
on an orderly scheduled timetable -- if, and it's a big if, Hanoi
doesn't step up military pressure.
The President said he does not want to lose the war, and he believes that is what an Immediate withdrawal means.
Hut the U.S. has already lost — thousands of young men have
died in this ridiculous sham we are repeatedly told is necessary.
The Presidenl said he wants a settlement at the peace table,
but that the obstacle to peace is the "other side's" refusal to
show any inclination towards a just peace.
If this is so, then just what future is there in waiting for the
peace talks to bring about a settlement? If Hanoi does not want
a peace, the only alternative to end the war is to get out of South
Vietnam -- now.
The President suid a speedy withdrawal would cause violence
"wherever our commitments help maintain peace", and would result in war rather than peace.
That further war would be the result of immediate withdrawal is
only his speculation, while war is a reality of the present. The
President owes it to the American people to take that chance
for pea c c.
The President's plan is not satisfactory. It hinges on the hope
that Hanoi will sit idle while we proceed to save face through
the lengthy process of reinforcing South Vietnum and ever-soslowly pulling out.
Hut the President himself believes Hanoi doesn't want peace,
and expecting North Vietnam to wait patiently for the U.S. to finish playing politics in the South is unrealistic.
The "silent majority" which the President believes stands behind him has been silent for a long time. One wonders if it is really there.
Instead, it appears that it is a vocal majority which characterizes the American people's feelings on the war.
And this vocal majority is saying "get out now.'

letters to the editoi
Student voting
Why did only 5% of the Student
Body come to the polls tor the
Council primary? I don't know why
the other 95% did not vote, but I
will share with you my reason.
Who wants to vote blindly? I
have no Idea what these" faces"
on the wall posters think! In what
directions will they lead the student body? Who knows!
Perhaps Bowman andWoJclkare
hoping we will all just happen to
run Into one of the nominees on
our way to the Union and say,"Hey, haven't I seen your face
on a poster? What are your Ideas
on such and such...?"
No one really knows what most
of the nominees stand for until they
are elected Into office and begin
to make proposals. Then If they
seem quite off course, we murmur, "How did he ever get Into
office?" How? Who voted? And
of those who did, how many were
blind voters?

Smoking-the American way
By JANET SEESE
Student Columnist
Meet Fernando Forelgno, an exchange student on his first visit
to the United States. Since Fernando brought along to this country
his tobacco habit, he Is about to
engage In his first shopping experience In an American drug
store.
The following scene will take
place:
Enter Fernando. After slowly
surveying the store he walks timidly to the cigarette counter.
Girl: "May I help you please?"
Fernando: "Yes, I wood like tu
buy cegarette pleeze."
Girl: "Sure, which brand?"

Fernando: "Wheech one es
beet?"
Girl: "Well we have many different kind of cigarettes. Here's
Puffos, one of our biggest sellers.
It has two mod outer filters of
charcoal granules that not only
activate but specially fortify the
filter. It comes In regular or
100's."
Fernando: "?"
Girl: "Now here's Fumes. They
have an outer and Inner filter
Imbedded with coconut shell charcoal granules. They come In regular, 100's, and 101's."
Frenando: "101's?"
Girl: "Yen, It's a goofy millimeter more. Then we have Faggles. They have_ a unique filter
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system with cellulon fiber, polyethylene baffles and a special air
vent. They come in regular ormenthol.
That makes It a "cool"
cigarette."
Fernando, lost back on cellulon,
let alone polyethylene, was still
trying to figure her out when she
continued.
Girl: "Now here's Tars. These
little gems don't have a filter. You
get all the flavor (and a few other
things too, including a crush-proof
box.) But, they don't have a
coupon."
Fernando: "Coupon?"
Girl: "Yeh, if you buy the cigarettes with coupons, then save twohundred thousand of them, you can
buy a lovely gift like a cigarette
lighter or a dpwp payment on your
headstorfe oi tofciBfJilnk."
{
Fernando: "I see; I theruV' '
Girl:
"Now If you'd like to
really get your money's worth here
is the brand.
They're called
Nlckles and they come in two ways.
This little number is 101 millimeters long, slim, menthol with
special filter that has 700 tiny air
vents, it has coupons and comes in
an air-tight crush proof box. It also
comes in 80 millimeters short,
extra width, no filter, and this coupon isn't worth as much.
"Oh," he said flabbergasted but
still able to speak.
Girl: "only thing is that by a
popular survey more people die
smoking this kind than any other.
After Fernando's head quit spinning for a minute, he began to slowly recover. Maybe, he thought, It
will be much slmpller just to buy
a cigar.
"Miss," he started bravely, "I
thenk I will yust buy a cigar."
Girl: "Sure, now we have this
one called O-Der that has a special
tip, a cherry blended or menthol
tobacco, with a plastic case...
"So this is Amerlca,"he thought.

For future elections I would like
to suggest that a section of the
BG News be devoted to "campaign speeches" Informing the students of each nominee's goals and
purposes for running in the
election.
When I have a reason for voting
for a particular person, you will
see me at the polls—rain or shine!
Sharon Wohlegemuth
438 Chapman

Caution needed
This past quarter, (my first at
BGSU), I have had to unfortunately use the "fast and safe"
service of the campus mall In
two Instances.
These were two Instances too
many for neither parcel reached
their destination—which was only
across campus.
When finding out that neither
parcel had reached its proper
destination in more than a week,
I decided to Inquire at the University Post Office about their
location.
Here, I was rudely Informed by
a clerk that they had to have
reached their destination for we
just don't make mistakes here.
Hence, I am to take it for granted
that two valuable parcels Just disappeared into thin air.
Compiling Information from inquiries I have made, I find that I
am not the only source of complaint.
My question is this—is the University Post Office considered so
efficient that they never make
mistakes? My opinion of it is of
much lower value.
When they are two for two, as
they are in my case, they aren't
doing badly for themselves.
It's about time for the Post
Office to be a little more cautious with campus mall!
Eugene Suter
434 Conklln Hall

ID problems
Having Just received my fa} card,
I would like to commend the University for its promptness and
consideration in this matter. After all, with the astronomical number of 14,000 students, five weeks
into the quarter is no time at all.
And I shouldn't even mention the

mlnlscule Inconveniences suffered
as a result of not having an ID,
such as not being able to get In
and out of my dorm after hours
without a twenty minute Interrogation, and having to borrow an
ID to purchase a ticket for a
football game.
Of course I have no right to
complain either about the need
for having an ID to take mid-terms.
And I was totally unjustified In my
anger at being told by the graduate
office that that was my problem
and not to bother them.
It is also very understandable
in a state institution of this size
that ID cards are not made on
campus but sent away, which accounts for the smail Walt in receiving one. And I definitely should
not mention that In other universities of comparable size, IDs can
be procured in as short a time as
three hours.
It's a great feeling knowing that
I am attending a progressive university that has its students' best
interests at heart.
Kathi Caffo
25 West

Any complaints?
The Student Relations Committee welcomes a note from students having a complaint or
problem relating to the University.
Please address your letter to
Karl Schurr, department of biology
(campus mail).
We think some of the frustrations
plaguing students are correctable
If they are identified as a source
of discontent to many students.
Karl Schurr
Dept. of Biology

Cohms waited
The BG Newa needs columnists!
If you would like to write as
opinion column or letter for the
newspaper, submit the signed, addressed, and TYPED article to our
office anytime between 9 mm. ant)
5 p.m., or mall it to 106 University Hall.
Each letter and column will be
Judged on Its own merits and published accordingly.

Reasoning on a college fevef
As a fee paying student at this university, I feel It my duty to inform
other students that might be In the same situation of the problem that
has confronted me.
I left my meal ticket at home by mistake and was denied the right to
eat the meal that I had already paid for. I tried to reason with the person in charge, which is quite a task In itself, but to no avail.
I don't mind being hungry for a night, for the food is nothing to write
horn a about, but it does irk me to be cheated out of what is rightfully
mine.
I have unsuccessfully tried to sell my meal ticket back to the University, which would be a perfect solution to our problem—they would
not have to put up with my bad attitude and I would not have to put up
with their bad food.
*
I might also add that In the morning my attitude will be better, which
is more than can be said for their feeble attempts at culinary artistry.
I respectfully suggest that the university either allow students to
redeem their meal tickets, or hire personnel who are capable of
reasoning on a college level.
Doug Bruns
340 Compton
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Reaction varies on Nixon speech
WASHINGTON^AP)_Sen. J. W.
Fulbrlght, IX-Ark., said yesterday
that President Nixon "now has
full and truthfully taken on himself the Johnson war, and I think
It Is a fundamental error."
But while Nixon's Vietnam policy
declaration drew opposition from
various fronts, It also was praised
In many quarters and resulted In

a pile of favorable telegrams.
Charging that Nixon's policies
are virtually Indistinguishable
from those of former President
Lyndon B. Johnson, Fulbrlght predicted the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, which had delayed
Vietnam hearings pending Nixon's
speech Monday night, will go ahead

ROTC figures vary
(Continued from page 1.)
students," Montenegro said. The
Sgt. Maj. felt this year's group
has the best attitude ever, and
doubts that many students In ROTC
are there to dodge the draft
Unlike Army ROTC, where an
unlimited amount of men may continue training Into their Junior and
senior years, Air Force ROTC Is
Instructed by higher headquarters
to take a limited amount of men—
the best possible—tor the last two
years.
Approximately 32 per cent of
these students Involved In the Air
Force
professional
officer's
course
receive financial assistance In the way of paid tuition,
money for books and $50 a month
spending money, according to
Garutl.
For enrollment In the two year
program, without having taken
ROTC for the first two years the
applicant must pass a physical and
mental test. He must then go to
camp for six weeks Instead of
the regular four to catch up on
the academic side of the work,
Garutl said.
Montenegro felt the army Is
good because It teaches a person
."leadership" and how to handle
men. A move has recently been
Instituted to take this training In
ROTC, where cadets are not
merely followers, but have the
chance of being In charge of a
drill.
Enrollment In Army ROTC Is
also slightly below last year In
the Junior class, while the soph-

Committee processes
student's complaints
The Student Relations Committee, In an effort to voice student complaints and bring about
needed action, asks that a letter
stating the problem or complaint
Involved be sent to the committee.
"We think that some of the
frustrations plaguing students are
correctable If they are Identified
as a source of discontent to many
students," said Dr. Karl Schurr,
associate professor of biology.
Letters should be addressed to
Dr. Schurr, biology department.

omore and senior year figures are
slightly above the previous year.
There has also been a light Increase In the two year program.
The Air Force program hasn't
followed the decreasing national
trend because, "BG has always had
a pretty viable ROTC program,"
Garutl said referring to the extracurricular activities.

with a broad review of U.S. policy.
Fulbrlght, long a critic of the
Vietnam war, said the committee
will meet tomorrow "to discuss
whether It would be wise to have
the hearing. My own view Is that
it would be. My guess Is that they
will approve."
Another committee member,
Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield of Montana, said he had
hoped Nixon would offer more hope
of ending the war.
He agreed there are obstacles,
but he said in an Interview on
NBC's "Today" show that "the
very best" the United States "can
expect to get out of Vietnam Is
a stalemate."
Reaction to Nixon's speech followed predictable lines, and supporters of planned protest demonstrations called tor redoubled
efforts to convince the President
of the need to end the war.
Spokesmen for three antiwar

It will serve only to Increase the
protests.
They represented the New Mobilization Committee, the Vietnam
Moratorium Committee and the
Committee on Vietnam Policy.
Nixon's desk was piled high today with telegrams, which he said
were
a
"demonstration of
support." One wire came from
Colorado and was signed by 20,066
persons pledging support tor the
President's Vietnam policy.
Overseas, reacUon from Communist nations was hostile.
In the first reacUon from non-

Communist Asia, Japan's Foreign
Ministry said the speech helped
reaffirm U.S. policies and explained to the American people
that serious efforts were being
made to achieve peace.
West Germany's ChanceUor
Willy Brandt expressed hope that
Nixon's speech would "find a positive echo in Hanoi."
But the North Vietnamese delegation at the Paris peace talks
called the speech a "defiance not
only of the Vietnamese people
but of the American people and all
the peace-loving people In the
world." The Viet Cong delegation
chimed In.

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

Panhel rejects offer
for social probation
Panhellenlc Council voted Monday to enforce the ruling of academic probation tor sorority actives who fall below a 2.2 accumulative grade point average.
The Council had considered allowing each house to decide when
and if actives would be put on
probation, but the idea was dropped
after members voted 7-5 to continue under the current system.
Under this system, an active
whose grade point average Is below 2.2 for any quarter would be
restricted from participating in
activities and could not hold an
office in her sorority. The probation would remain in effect tor
the entire quarter.
If an active's grades did not rise
to at least a 2.2 at the end of the
quarter, the academic probation
would continue through the following quarter
In other action, six Council
members have been nominated for
the post of first vice president

Student election I
Election of eight
Student
Council representatives - at -1
large will be held tomorrow
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. In the
Men's Gym. Voters must pre-fi
sent student identification cardsf
:?ln order to receive a ballot.
I If the student does not have
I an ID card, two other forms
| of identification must be
I shown, one of which Includes::;:::
I his social security number.

vacated last week by the resignation of Bev Evans. They are Connie
Brown, Susan Davis, Karen Fosnaught, Renee Redfleld, Sharon
Slates and Barb Wlldenhaus.
Also in Monday's meeting, It
was decided that sorority members
will return January 3 to prepare
tor winter quarter rush which begins S'nday. January 4.

Summer and Year Round JOBS ABROAD: Get paid, meet people, learn a language, travel, enjoy! Nine job categories in more
than fifteen countries. Foreign language not essential. Send $1.00
for membership and 34-page illustrated JOBS ABROAD magazine, complete with details and applications to International
Society for Training and Culture, 866 United Nations Plaza, New
York, N. Y., a non-profit student membership organizaUon.

November 6th

Survey begins for
Viet Moratorium
With another Vietnam Moratorium Just eight days away, St.
Thomas More Parish Council will
conduct a student survey today
through Friday concerning the value of last month's demonstration.
Copies of a 12-question survey
will be available In all dormitories, the Union and the Commuter
Center.
Included in the survey are questions about President Nixon's attitude toward the Moratorium, overall student participation in the
program, and the value of the Moratorium Itself.
The survey will also attempt to
determine whether student knowledge of the war has been gained
through the mass media, or from
information obtained as a result
of Individual research.
Other questions are aimed at
the present war effort, Justification of the war, U.S. foreign Policy and the draft system.
All questionnaires must be returned by Friday; results will be
available Tuesday.

THIS CAN GET YOUR

HEAD TOGETHER

Lead your own life.
Enjoy it.
Don't let life let you down
because of a silly headache. Happiness is as far
away as an Anacin* bottle.
Anacin is twice as strong
in the specific pain reliever doctors recommend most as the other
well known extra strength
tablet.
Anacin may not bend
your mind, but it sure will
get your head together.

groups called Nixon's Vietnam
speech a disappointment and said

Support
Ken Sloan & Cliff Spires
for Council Representatives
Put Constructive Action
Back in Council

i; i
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Colt 45 is 15% more
unique than
YOUR EAR.

A completely
unique experience...
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Skibbie praises IFC, Panhel
Mayor F. Gus .Sklbble praised
the Interfraternlty and Panhellenlc
Councils Monday night.
Speaking at the City Council
meeting, the mayor recognised the
organisations for their part In a
community service project. More
than 115 students participated In a
housing survey conducted last
weekend.
"There exists a real need tor
accurate specific facts and figure
relative to current housing, as well
as facts and figures related to
anticipated housing needs In the
future, In order to realistically
approach a solution to this problem," Mayor Sklbble said.
The housing survey would determine such facts as the number
of single family dwellings, duplexes, apartments, apartment units,
number of persons living In each
type of dwelling, and the number
of University students living off

campus.
A second study may also be
conducted to gather facts from
the University, Industry, and other
sources of the exact housing needs.
Such a study would help determine whether more apartment
complexes are needed In Bowling
Green. If this Is the case, locations would then be determined.
It would also be determined
whether single family dwellings
are needed, and If so, price ranges
would be studied to determine
which are worthy of consideration,
Robert Walters, local barber,
complained to the Council about
the parking situation In downtown
Bowling Green. At the last meeting, Walters had presented a petition with more than 50 names of
businessmen who wanted parking
returned to Main and Wooster
Streets.
"With the loss of parking, down-

HOT SANDWICHES
FOOTLONG HOT DOGS
CHICKEN
BARBEQUE BEEF

town
businesses will begin to
fade," Walters said. The traffic
lanes which were so needed, are
Impossible to use because trucks
park In the off-parking zones when
they're not even on service calls,
he added.
Walters also said that he had
asked a councilman before the
meeting what Is planned for BG
In the future In relation to the
present problem and the councilman replied there were no immediate plans for the future.
The validity of Traffic Commission members was also questioned
by Walters.
"Downtown merchants have no
representatives on the Traffic
Commission," he said.
Council members said there
would be a reply to Walters' petition at the next meeting.
A "seal" for the city of Bowling Green may become a reality
In the near future. A project to
create Interest among the youth
to make a seal has been Instituted by the mayor and police, officer Matthew Brlchta.
The official seal of the city will
be chosen from the entries of 74
contestants presently competing.

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP)—
The United States asked the General Assembly yesterday to bar
once again Red China from the
United Nations, but pledged to
continue efforts to ease tentlons
with Peking.
In spelling out the policy of
the Nixon administration on the
China representation issue, Rep.
J. Irving Whalley, R-Pa., described Peking as still hostile to
the outside world,
"President Nixon has called for
an era of negotiation to replace
confrontation, yet Peking has thus
far spurned our efforts to negotiate," said Whalley, a member
of the U.S. delegation to the current assembly.
"This year It canceled the Warsaw meeting of American and
Chinese Communist ambassadors
previously scheduled for February.
"We are entitled under such
circumstances to question whether
It Is a hostile world that has Isolated Peking or rather a stlllhosUle Peking that Isolated Itself.

"Under such circumstances one
must question whether the participation of Peking In the United
Nations would contribute to the
cause of peace or to the work
of this organization."

More about

Facu/fy
(Continued from page 1.)
the past couple years.
But, as the report stated, "It
Is less Important to fix guilt than
to seek a solution." The committee
recommended a faculty advisory
committee to assist the Union director In planning and carrying out
the cultural programs of the Union.
Faculty Senate, however, amended this recommendation to
broaden such an advisory committee's duties to Include assisting Union officials In planning and
carrying out all programs of the
Union.

CONGRATULATIONS :

KARL AND STEVE

MALTS
AND

On Winning

SHAKES

ALL-CAMPUS TENNIS
CHAMPIONSHIP

DAIRY QUEEN
434 E. Wooster St

U.S. reaffirms veto
of China's U.N, bid

The Brothers of SAE

352-4595

ATTENTION SENIORS
You can still have your
yearbook portrait taken
Make Appointments By Friday, Nov. 7
AT One Of These Studios :
Jack Weissbrod

Portraits by Howards
liYl E. Wooster

*»iii!ii»i! unite

Gary L. Hager Studios
724'2 S. Summit
353-5885

SPECIFICATIONS :
1. Head size of portrait: 1 3/4" (from top of head to bottom of chin)
2. Background of portrait: solid medium gray
3. Dress for portrait: women • dark round necked sweater, no jewelry
men ■ dark coat and tie; light shirt
4. Fee for portrait: photographer's sitting fee plus $3.00 to be billed later
5. Deadline for portrait: Glossy print must be turned into KEY Office,
310 Student Services Bldg., No Later than Nov. 19

NO PORTRAITS WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER THIS DATE
6. Fill out Activities Card at KEY Office

ANY QUESTIONS - CONTACT THE KEY OFFICE Ext. 372-2140 or 372-2656
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The BG News
106 University Hall
Dial 372-2710

Brenda, Was there really a Black
Sabbath Day party?

Rates: 40? par line per day. 2 \
lines minimum, average of 5 wort!*
per line.
Deadlines: 5 p.m. two days before date of publication.
The BG News reserves the right
to edit or reject any classified
advertisement placed.
Printed errors, which in the News'
opinion deter from the value of
the advertisement, will be rectified free of charge if reported
in person within 4B hours of .publication.

Congratulations new KD actives!
Crazy Eights
For an exciting part-time Job that
pays $80 to $90 per week. Call
372-2516, Males only.
ROY ROGERS ROAST BEEF Introduces FREE DELIVERY 6:00 pm10:30 pm seven days a week. 3525330.
Beth Larlmore for Student Council.
To our Slg Ep float-building brothers: Good-luck In football Wednesday. Sisters of Delta Gamma.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

exchange. The Mu Pledges.

Ready for you to move In. Will
sell Reasonably. Single bedroom.
Ph. 354-3704 or 352-5721.

tln manor, starting winter qtr.
Must be a grad. Call 352-5232 or
372-5531.

DG pledges - What's sieep? Thanks
for the hospitality! The XI's.

For rent—parking space less than
one block from campus. Call 3525326 after 6 pm.

The Betas congratulate Ed & Pat
on their recent Beta lavallerlng.

1959 Willy's Jeep; $650, ex. condition. Call 353-1891.

Racing turtles In stock, get yours
while they last The Hutch Pets
and Supplies. 521 South Prospect
BG, Ohio 354-9603.

If interested in taking Astronomy
110 winter quarter, call 372-5282.

For Rent: Lg room with bath for
women students. Near College.
Call 353-6955 days: 352-0630 ev.

Congratulations Ed & Pat on your
lavallerlng. Beta Pledges.

To Our Favorite FRITO—How's
yours?? Ours are smiling 'cause
those opals & Saphlres are shining. LuV ya' - Fred & Martha.
Christmas - Bermuda for Information Call Ernie Brass 372-2800.

vera Gibson - Happy 21st Birthday todayl

The pajama party was great—
thanks Kappa Slg pledges from the
Phi Mu pledges.

The Betas would like to Congratulate Don & Debbie on their recent engagement.

Will do typing 354-9584 467 & Summit St. Apt 56.

Girls desperately need ride to &
from Migration. Will Pay 2-4770.

Jeff Pardue, Do you need a ride
anywhere?
Are you sure?

WEDNESDAY
*
THURSDAY
NIGHTS '«rPS YOUR THING"
AT THE Cl-PRIMARY COLORS
PLAYING.

Needed: Ride to Cornell Frl. or
Sat Call Pat 2-4814.

Delta—The Alpha Phi's loved the
exchange dinner! Thanx.

Law Society Thurs. night, Alpenhorn Room at Petti's 7 pm. Be
There.

Congratulations Ed & Pat on your
lavallerlng. Beta Pledges.

F.T.T. - The weekend was even
better than I ever dreamed. Thanks
so much for being you. Love, S.L.A.
Bonnie: Set a date for Nov. 6th,
Bonnie Blue Eyes, you'll be tantalised. LoveO.U. Kid.
J&G - Mr. & Mrs. to be, Really
great news! The Future Perdue's.
Sherman on the march....Zltco on
the go....for Student Council, Nov.
6.
AZ's-The tea was great and so
were you; looking forward to many
more good times —Brothers of
SAE.
Alpha XI and Psych wives: hope
you had a fun time. Our wigs enjoyed your heads. The girls at
LaVogue Beauty Salon, Carleen,
Pat, and Mrs. Lents.
Peaches - Want your love but need
to know you first. Please speak to
me and confirm - Cream.
SAE thanks their tennis team for
another big step towards the AllSports trophy. "Phi Alpha".
We're dlggln' the nine coolest bigs
any Phi Mu pledges ever had- your
littles.

Theta Chi pledges - Thanks for
the best Halloween party ever The Baby Owls.
Ride needed to O.U. November 7
or 8. Share expenses Call Chris
352-0155.
DG's and AZ's: Thanks for coming,
the party was lots of fun. SAE
Pledges.
Congratulations Tom and Dee on
the birth of your son, Christopher.
Slg Ep Pledges.
Ken - A red moon led to lots of
fun! and now one happy month is
done. But I'm sure glad there's
more to come! Love, Lyn.
Sisters - get high for OU migration—think of us when you're down
there having fun - The Phi Mu
Pledgll.
SAE pledges—Let's try passing
those apples
again sometime.
Thanks from the XI pledgi.

For Sale: 5-speedSchwlnn bike and
Lord Sovereign by Ben Pearson,
left-handed 33 lb target bow. 3534179.
Female roommate wanted, Thurs-

For sale—4 rurcoats PH; 354-3177
after 4:00 p.m.
Fender Pro-Reverb amp. barely
used, perfect cond. Call 352-0187
after 4 p.m.
Apartment available for two girls
2nd and 3rd quarter. CaU 3527084.

VOTE FOR
DONNA GAINOR
Student Council
Representative

LOST AND FOUND
Found: Motorcycle helmet Intersection of Thurstln and Court, Saturday Oct. 26. Call 354-1654 to
Identify. May claim for cost of ad.
FOR SALE OR RENT
For Sale: '64 Chevelle SS. Wide
Ovals, chromes. Must sell 3538833.

GARY L. HA6ER STUDIOS

Order now for Christmas

Wanted: Male roommate for 2nd
and 3rd quarters. Call 352-1562
Roommate wanted for second and
third quarter.
Call Greenvlew.
352-0578.
'64 Comet, Standard Trans. $300
or best offer. 354-4403.
Super Reverb Amp. & Gutar Call
354-2604.
For Sale 1967 Windsor Dix. Mobile home. Completely furnished.

Creative Photography
Custom Framing

353-5885

Congratulations ' < Roach'' and Mary on your recent Beta pinning.
Betas.
Theta Chl's - thanks for the fun

ATTENTION SENIORS

Atavi tie ffme

DYLAN

Portrait Proofs
For The 1970 KEY
May Be Returned
BEGINNING THURSDAY OCTOBER 23

TO THE KEY OFFICE
ROOM 310

^joi Student Services
BLDG.

DONT LOOK BACK
A Film By D. A. Pennebaker

thursday, 201 hayes hall
friday 105 hanna hall
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. $1.00
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Cites 'evolutionary leap'

Novelist sees new culture
"Young people would rather live
than explain their lives," said Dr.
Leslie Fiedler Monday night In a
lecture on the generation gap.
Fiedler, contemporary critic
and novelist, described the re-

bellious, yqung people of today
as "freaks or mutations". "One
can see the emergence of not Just
a new sub-culture but rather a
new being," he said.
Speaking to more than 300 stu-
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Newsline questions

1/5 students conduct housing survey

34

BM«4

■ «'>

FM
H4*

YOUNG POETS AND WRITERS
Will meet at 6 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge, Union. The meeting Is
open to all students Interested In contemporary writing.
PROJECT INTERACTION
Will hold a meeting for students Interested in applying for the
project next quarter at 8 p.m. In the Pink Dogwood Room, Union.
CAMPUS GOLD
Will hold a meeting for all women interested In Girl Scouting at
6:30 p.m. In the Taft Room, Union.
INTERVARSTTY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHD?
Will meet at 7 p.m. In 204 Mosley Hall, for a panel discussion and
question period.
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
Will meet at 7 p.m. in the White Dogwood Room, Union.
SOPHOMORE ADVISEES OF DRVERGILORT
Will meet In the Pink Dogwood Room, Union at 3, 4, or 6 p.m.
BETA BETA BETA
Will meet at 7 p.m. In 504, Life Science Bldg. David McCormlck,
Science Education Dept. will speak on "Outdoor Education."
ANGEL FLIGHT
Will meet at 7 p.m. In the Alumni Room, Union. The program
concerns "Angel Travels."
CHEMISTRY SEMINAR
Will meet at 4 p.m. In 140 Overman Hall. Dr. A. Bush, Illinois
Institute of Technology, will discuss "Optical Activity In Biological
Molecules."
SKI CLUB
Will meet at 8 p.m. 201 Hayes Hall. The meeting Is open to anyone
Interested In skiing.
SILVER- BRONZE
Will present an open concert at 8:15 p. m. in the Recital Auditorium,
Music Bldg. Vocal and Instrumental selections will be performed by
students who were awarded second and third prizes In the School of
Music competitions held last spring.
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43
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44 Goad.
411 Confuse.
4H Traffic
circle.
,")ll Opposite of
cathode.
52 Military
decoration*:
abbr.
53 Nimbus.
54 F.atfcrness,
55 Bin wind.
57 Indonesian
island.
58 ihnii pair.
59 ('nxv place.
i>_' Showed (he
way.
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20
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Army meal.
Helps.
Uinajna*.
Movie
"repent."
27 Map.
28 Asian
capital.
20 — France.
3d Nostrils.
32 Italian lown.
33 Surrenders.
34 Tantalize.
37 Arelic
domiciles.
49 Small cup.
41 NCO.
l3Tablel.

1■ 1
4

■

1

2T

Belief*.

11 Volcano
product.
12 State.

DOWN
I Hrprut.

13
21
23
25

dents, Fiedler said that young
people are Involved In a new kind
of politics "where the practical
Joke replaces the solemn manifesto."
"Most of the people leading this
movement look like saints. They
carry scriptures and not literature. People wear costumes and
not uniforms which shows a
preference for make believe," he
said.
Fiedler said that this generation
of mutants experiences a "high"
better than LSD In their demonstrations. They feel that universities should be an outlet in which
to break loose and not merely an
Institution where a student Is taught
how to make It In society.
"The war of old against young
and young against old Is evident.
Police raids on students cause the
students to retaliate by attacking
administration offices and rifling
the files." He added that this Is
becoming an everyday happening In
today's electronic age.
He termed this "new religion"
as an evolutionary leap In the
process of man.
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Sololion of Ytslcrd.y'n Pulile
CRYPTOGRAM

lilt EN ICE

I) CAN 111.

- By Norton RhondM

DREN'IOT,

DECANT

Newsline needs questions!
If you have questions, need
help, or Just want Information,
call Newsline, 2-2710 or write
to Newsline, BG News, 106
University Hall.
Newsline can help you solve
problems, answer questions,
and get results.

In spite of Saturday's rain, more
than 115 students participated In
the door-to-door housing survey
for Bowling Green Mayor F. Gus
Sklbble.
The survey was conducted as
a result of the housing dispute
presently before City Council. Results will show how many houses,
apartments and hotel and motel
rooms are In the city and how
many persons—especially college
students—are living in these build-

ings.
The students, all fraternity and I
sorority members, covered approximately 70 per cent of the I
city. Residents of Ward 3 and
Ward 4 who were not polled will
be questioned within the next few j
weeks.
Information obtained from the
survey will also be included In a
request by Mayor Sklbble for |
federal housing aid.

DO ANT

<". A

DOC N I ().

Ynltrday'a cryptogram:

Any

unlucky men

luck urmncn.

WtfYllEKE
AMERICA
BEAVJHFUI.

SPEAK UP OR SHUT UP !
Now's the time to speak up about student government

byriENRY GIBSON

. . . before the election

MEET THE CANDIDATES

Because it's my country.
And it's getting dirty.
That's

For Student Body Representatives-At-Large

8PM TONIGHT - STUDENT SERVICES FORUMl

SHERMAN on the march...
ZITCO on the go...
Keep America Clean.
een America Beautiful.
Keep

*<*>„ •**»*ffjfc Tajr
%n**

C

V

°ONO

AdvtrMinf contributed
10' Iht pobltc good.

Vofe
November 6
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I—Switch kicks if needed

Marco alleviates painful problem
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
Hlllsdale's
Chester Marcol
doesn't smile a lot. Quiet and shy,
he just goes about his job of kicking footballs farther than they
were ever meant to be kicked.
Charger football coach Muddy
Waters was smiling even less during practice last week. Kicking
phenomenan Marcol, holder of
the NCAA mark for the longest

field goal at 62 yards, was getting
stabbing pains In his knee every
time he smacked his golden right
foot Into a pigskin. What a crushing blow.
Marcol, who came to Hlllsdale
from Poland, has kicked field goals
of over 70 yards during practice
sessions but without him In the
lineup, putting his team In scoring
position from just about everywhere on the field, the offensive
attack Is severely hampered.
Marcol, not one to speak out of

EITHER WAY — The nation's record holder of the longest field
goal (62 yards), Chester Marcol can place them with either foot.
He was in town recently when Hillsdale tackled Findlay College
and booted seven straight conversions. He has 50 in a row and
could be a challenge to Ken Crot'i mark.

SPECIAL : STUDENT SERVICES
To and from Athens, Ohio
For Migration Weekend
'LEAVE Friday - November 7 Men's

Gym. 4:15 p.m.
ARRIVE Athens 7:30 p.m.
LEAVE Sunday - November 9 Athens
Ohio 12:15 p.m.
ARRIVE B.G. 4:00 p.m. Men's Gym.
"RESERVATIONS NEEDED Call
WOOSTER SHOP

Beth
Larimore
for

GREYHOUND
Phone 353-5982
Pofitively End*
TUBS. Nov. 11
Eve. at 7:20, 9:30 - Sot. & Sun.

place, gave coach Waters a solution that would make some Just
stand there, stunned, and unbelieving In utter amazement,
"Maybe I'd better kick a few
left-footed," he said. And Chester
did.
Eyes rolled In disbelief as Marcol started splitting the uprights
from 40 to 50 yards.
"I don't usually like to kick with
my left foot There are Just some
days when I feel like using it
though, "hesald."U'snotreaUyso
hard to believe because I played
a lot of soccer In Poland and
you can't be a very good player
if you're unable to use both feet
well," said Marcol.
Only a sophomore, Hlllsdale's
kicking whiz feels like the sky's
the limit, with the 62 yard record
sure to fall.
"Honestly, I didn't even know
I'd kicked the ball 62 yards. I
knew it was going to be good but
not where the ball was placed down
at," he said. "I know I can go
farther, though, 70 yards easily."
Although Marcoi had his left
foot awaiting duty, his right foot
responded favorably enough Saturday to enable him to run his
streak for consecutive extra points
to 50. Marcol kicked seven for
seven in Hlllsdale's 49-2 win over
Findlay College.
"We were really lucky to get
Chet," said coach Waters. "We
signed him up as a foreign student after he had played some
high school football. He's some
kicker, isn't he?"
"He claims he's kicked one of
85 yards, but I'd have to see that
boot to believe It," added Waters.
When the rest of the team heads
for the locker room after practice,
Chester Marcol lines up In front
of the goal posts and works on the
thing that he does best.
"I'd estimate that I spend an
hour and a half on my kicking
game every day," said Marcol,
"but it'8 starting to put such a
strain on my knee that it really
pains me after 50 to 60 kicks.
I've decided to cut down to about
20 minutes from now on," he said.
After graduating from college,
Marcol has bis eyes on the professional ranks, where 70 yard
field goal men are certainly appreciated. Maybe he'll be the first
player to kick field goals with both
feet in one game. Chester certainly
isn't particular which foot boots
the ball through the posts.
Left foot, right foot; Just two
good friends.

CLA-ZEL

"'EASY RIDER' IS TERRIBLY POWERS! "

Student
Council

PREPPING AT HOME ■■ Tracy Elliott (47) and Dave Wottle (13)
start their descension of the ski slope that is included in the Falcon's cross country course. BG harriers will be on the familiar
ground when they host the MAC championships this Saturday.

KARL and STEVE
, CONGRATS
ON
BIG TENNIS
VICTORY

The SAE Pledges
IT'S NOT
TOO
EARLY FOR
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING!

HOWARD
PHOTOGRAPHY
432'/£ E. Woosler

354-5702

-RICHARD GOLDSTEIN. N Y TIMES

"AN HISTORIC MOVIE!""AN ELOQUENT FILM."
-RICHARD SCHICKEL. LIFE

-

-ROLAND CELATT. SATURDAY REVIEW

"ASTONISHINGLY PERFECT!" "G0.SQUIRM!"
-ARCHER WINSTEN. NEW YORK ROST

-LOOK MAGAZINE

"WILL KNOCK YOU OUT OF YOUR SEAT!"

Telephone
Operators

-ASCTV

" EXTRAORDINARY ACHIEVEMENT!"
- NEW RERUILIC

"THE IMPACT IS DEVASTATING!"
-JUDITH CRIST. NEW YORK MAGAZINE

"A MAJOR RAKEHELL FILM !"
-TIME

"THE REAL THING!" "STUNNING!'
-PENELOPE GIlllATT. THE NEW YORKER

- CBS RADIO

"ROUSING, RHYTHMIC, SPLENDID!"
-ANDREW SARRIS. VILLAGE VOICE

"A VIBRANT, BRUTAL ESSAY."
-PUtVSOY

" ELOQUENT, AND IMPORTANT!"
-JOSCPH MOAGCNSUrtN. NCWSWHK
•«.ii«ireO0"'TO**»>'-j

.

eaSURkJeR PETER FONDA DENNIS HOPPERnti«io*o*
HI"-'"- —-

/-•... A»«O

JACK
NICHOLSON

bC"'i.-v A*

COiOfl

Must be able to work day and/or evenings,
hours, experience not necessary, earn while you leam, pleasant working conditions, regular increases, paid vacations, immediate openings, apply 160 West Wooster, Bowling Green, Northern Ohio Telephone Company.
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Defense: first assignment
for 69-70 cage prospects
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor

-N.w. Photo by Brlon Stoffom

DECISIONS ALREADY •• It's just the practice season but Dan
McLemore (with the ball) is faced here with the problem of who
to pass to. Surrounding him are Jim Penix (left) Rich Walker (center) and Jim Connely (right).
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Rookies pushing
at ice workouts
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
Hockey coach Jack Vivian really
has it tough.
He's like the kid who gets extra prises in his box of crackerjacks.
Not only does he have all skaters but one back from last season's power, which rolled to a
overwhelming 26-5 mark, but new
recruits have been so good that a
number of last year's regulars are
finding themselves out of starting
Jobs.
"Glen Shir ton Is the only defenseman from last season who Is
starting again this year," said
Vivian. "The team Is so much
further ahead of a similar period
In 1968 and the competition Is Just
so good that It's a real battle to
crack the lineup." he said.
New cracker-Jack defense men,
are Gordon McCosh and Chuck
Gyles, teammates at AJax, Ontario,
Pete Badour from Windsor and
Rick Thompson from Toronto. All
four have played Junior A hockey,
one step below the professional
level, and Thompson has been
drafted by the Minnesota North
Stars of the NHL.
The Falcons will also be
stronger down the center, where
hard-nosed Rick Allan will be avallable from the beginning of the
schedule. In the past, Allen has
Joined the squad In mid-season
after playing through the football
campaign, but his availability from
the start will be a boost to BG.
Potent scorers Bruce Blyth and
Mike Root are back again for the
17 game home schedule, but with
additional depth,
Root has been
moved to left wing. It's been a very
pleasant problem for Vivian, having so many top notch players that
he doesn't know where to put them.
"This year I've got four and five
players at every position so we
should be real strong. We're certainly Improved at center and
defense and with Root's change to
left wing we've strengthened another spot," said Vivian.
"If we can win 20 matches we'll
be extremely happy because we
have the toughest competition ever
ahead of us," said Vivian. "At
the beginning though, we'll be out
to win all 30; that's our goal,"
he salU.
"The outstanding thing about the
team U that I haven't had to push
them at all. They have to really
hustle to play lor this team. We've
bean looking eo good that we haven't
had to work aa much as la the past

either," said Vivian.
Bowling Green will also see two
familiar faces but In a different
role. With the defense looking so
strong, Bill Konewlch and Jack
Hoogeveen will be transferred to
wing position to give the Falcons
even more scoring punch. Hoogeveen was the team's fifth leading
scorer last season as a defenseman.
Paul Galaskl will be back In
goal but will be amply supported
by netmlnders Rick Badone and
newcomer Terry Mlskolczl.
The Falcons play a 30 game
schedule, highlighted by two engagements with Denver, defending
national champions. BG will defend Its Cleveland Cup title and
also participate In the RPI tourney,
where strong teams from McGlll
University, Western Ontario and
Dartsmouth will be competing for
the championship.
The Falcon skaters have been
practicing from 4 to 6 p.m. for
almost a month now and can be
previewed at a scrimmage with the
Detroit Griffins at 10 a.m. Sunday,
at the Ice Arena.

It was a reunion of sorts when
16 candidates opened basketball
practice with light drills a couple
weeks back.
Head coach Bob Conlbear Is
heading Into his sophomore campaign with a squad remarkably Intact from last season, to face a
schedule that hasn't diminished any
in it's difficulty. Both coach and
players received a baptism in frustration suffering through a 9-15
season.
The roster has been trimmed to
14 with another cut due to lower
the figure to 12. Six veterans have
returned Including Jim Penix, Sid
Rodeheffer, Rich Walker, Jim Connally, Dan McLemore and Bob Hill.
Also on last years squad and back
for another try is Bob Quayle.
three others are not strangers to
the system, Eric Hvmes. Dennis
Cavanaugh and Mark Hennessey
who have played in the past.
Additions from the freshman
squad of last season were limited
to Lewayne Henson and Art Travis.
Rounding out the list are newcomers Jeff Lake and Dan Meyer.
Conlbear has been Joined In the
coaching ranks by a new assistant
in Jim McDonald, who coached
formerly at Sylvanla High School.
Major losses to graduation were
Dick. Rudgers and John Heft, the
number one and five scorers for
the Falcons. But the Intervening
trio of Connally (14.5), McLemore
(13.6) and Walker (11.8) are providing an offensive nucleus. Also
back Is the sixth best scorer Jim
Penix (9.5).
"It's good to think that they have
gained experience," said coach
Conlbear, "but this doesn't promise a better year. The schedule
is going to be even tougher especially the first six or seven

games when we play at home only
once."
"One phase where their has been
definite improvement is on the defense," said Conlbear, "our kids
are starting to come around and
some are starting to think defense more than In the past."
The second-year skipper em-
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FOUL PRACTICE -- This cage
prospect takes time at the charity strips.

phaslzed that he is concentrating
mainly on defense at this time.
"We are selling defense because
this is where you win games," he
said.
"We'll be the same as last year
offensively only we will be trying to
fit the personnel better and take
advantage of all five people," said
Conlbear.
"After a year I feelwe are better
able to fit the strengths and weaknesses to our plan better."
"Offensively we're are not polished at all right now," he added.
Little has been changed In the
personnel to alleviate the height
disadvantage. But Conlbear doesn't
list this as a serious Impediment
to BG rebounding.
"Height Isn't the big reason we
get beat on rebounding," he said,
"It's a matter of blocking out and
positioning. Our biggest problem
Is Just doing the Job to the best
of our ability."
Position taking has solldlf ledwlth
a core of four guards In Walker,
Quayle. Rodeheffer and Cavanaugh.
Connally returns as the prime pivot
candidate. The problem now is to
find a capable understudy. The
competition Is being waged most
strongly at the forward slot where
veteran Dan McLemore leads the
parade. Formerly a guard, Bob
Hill has been shifted to forward.
The cagera are approaching a
Nov. 24 target date for their annual
varsity-freshman game before
taking the road In the season opener against Dayton.
It will be a trying beginning
as Conlbear's quintet travels in
five of their first six appearances
making their only home appearance on Dec. 13 against Ball State.
They'll be on unfriendly courts
against some of their toughest
opposition In a shakedown for the
conference race that begins against
Ohio University In January.

Athletes off the week

Offensive efforts gain awards
The offenses were potent this
week In providing soccer and rugby's athletes of the week, while
some fine efforts were noted in the
dismal loss to Marshall on the
gridiron.
Butch Falk was named In rugby and Fred Welsmann in soccer as
both teams Improved on already
healthy records.
Grabbing the honors in football
were Fred Mathews, Dave Finley,
llonester Davidson and Joe Green.
Senior Fred Welsmann grabbed
the soccer honors with a goal in
his final varsity game. The halfback Joined the team for the second

half along with Al Silva after taking
law exams in the morning In Columbus. Fred was twice All-Ohio
at wing and Is a excellent candidate
for similar honors at halfback this
season.
Falk scored four try s In the Falcons 31-0 rout of Windsor to grab
rugby honors. He scored on runs
of 61,40,23, and 75 yards In his
last game of the fall season to lead
BG to their biggest point explosion
of the year. The victory by the Falcons raised their season record to
4-1.
Mathews was named the offensive back of the weak for Ms 13

receptions in a losing cause agalnst Marshall. The total snapped
the old mark of 11 held by Eddie
Jones. His 13 grabs were good
for 138 yards and one touchdown
for the muddy afternoon. Fred
also rushed for 31 yards on four
carries In the contest for 169
total yards offense.
"He's a fine football player. He
Just may be our best offensive
man because he Is a steady performer," said coach Don Nehlon.
Guard Dave Finley was handed
the offensive line honors for 85
per cent efficiency. Despite the
muddy conditions the line protect-,
ed their quarterback enough to aid
him In setting eight now passing
marks Including high totals In net
yards 415 this was the Falcons
highest total this season.
Davidson grabbed off his fifth
Interception of the season to cop
the defensive back honors. He returned the pass 13 yards and has 98
yards In returns of the season.
This upped the team total to 14 on
the season with three games remaining.
Joe Green Is almost a weekly
repeater In the defensive line category coming up with six tackles
and 10 assists against Marshall.
His role was complicated by the
poor field conditions at Huntlngton.

Rifle Club edges
second opponent

THIS IS THE WAY - Windhoek Fred Mathews demonstrates his receiving abilities here against
on the muddy Marshall turf in grabbing 13 passes far a now
Miami. He performed a tough
record.

The varsity Rifle Club defeated
the Kent state Rifle Team last
Saturday In a Lake Erie Intercollegiate Rifle Conference match
by the score of 1238 to 1222.
Top BG scorers were Tom
Grachek, with 256 out of 300 possible points; Brian Freeburne, 253;
Max Church, 247; Jean Odell, 246;
and Lisa Holycross, 236.
This Is the first time in the
club's throe year history that two
woman have made the top five
scores. The victory gives BGSU
a 2-0 conference record aad a
2-1 overall record.

